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urbanization, climate change, and other drivers of change. With the support of the Network 
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River basin organizations can help avoid and 
solve problems in basins and build enabling 
environments for integrated water resource 






















RIVeR BAsIn ORgAnIzAtIOns CAn AVOID 
PROBLems In BAsIns




















“Done right, water rights can secure access to 
water for existing users and offer equitable 
ways to meet additional water needs, including 
urban expansion, economic growth and 
environmental protection”  











Introduction: The Role of River Basin 
Organizations in Water Rights  
and Allocation
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industrial	use.	RBOs	can	facilitate	such	transfers	
and	help	identify	win–win	solutions.	
RIVeR BAsIn ORgAnIzAtIOns CAn sOLVe 
PROBLems In BAsIns 

























































RIVeR BAsIn ORgAnIzAtIOns CAn HeLP 
BuILD An enABLIng enVIROnment 
fOR IntegRAteD WAteR ResOuRCes 
mAnAgement 














7	 For	the	Delaware	River	Basin	Commission,	see	www.state.nj.us/drbc/	and	Collier,	C.R.	2004.	The DBRC: Managing Interstate 
Conflicts through Sound Science, Adaptation and Collaboration. www.state.nj.us/drbc/FisheriesOpEd-July2004.pdf.	The	third	goal	
of	the	Susquehanna	River	Basin	Commission	is	“to	coordinate	management	of	interstate	water	resources	and	serve	as	an	effective	
forum	for	resolution	of	water	resource	issues	and	controversies	within	the	basin.”	See	www.srbc.net/about/geninfo.htm
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unDeRstAnDIng tHe teRmInOLOgy: 


























































A water right is the right to take and use 
water subject to the terms and conditions of the 
grant. It is a formal or informal entitlement, 
which confers on the holder the right to 
withdraw water.  
 
Water-use rights are conferred through an 
administrative process of water allocation, such 
as licensing. 
 
Water allocation is the process in which an 
available water resource is distributed (or 
redistributed) to legitimate claimants.
Part 1:  The Principles and Priorities  
of Water Rights













Basic water rights generally amount to a very 
small percentage of the overall water resource. 
BAsIC WAteR RIgHts
Defined in primary legislation 
(e.g., drinking water)
enVIROnmentAL ReseRVe
Minimum amount to retain in river or aquifer (could be 
defined in primary legislation or as an authorized use)
WAteR-use RIgHts or authorized use
Water allocated to other uses (e.g., municipal, 







The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
reviewed 60 national constitutions and found that only 
South Africa’s 1996 Constitution, in article 27, expressly 
enshrined a fundamental right of access to sufficient 
water (IUCN 2004, p. 9). 
This right appeared as one of the main objectives of 
the 1997 National Water Services Act: “the right of access 
to basic water supply and the right to basic sanitation 
necessary to secure sufficient water and an environment 
not harmful to human health or well-being.”a Regulations 
under this act defined the minimum standard for basic
water supply as 25 liters of potable water per person per 
day.b This is an absolute right of access defined in primary 
legislation and is therefore not subject to allocation 
procedures. 
In addition, the 1998 National Water Act (sec. 16)c 
assigned a reserve for basic human needs and also 
contained a legislated right for an ecosystem reserve. 
Further uses of water for reasonable domestic use are 
described as “permissible uses,” as defined in schedule  1 
of the act, but they are not defined as rights, and the 
government is not obligated in the same way to supply 
this water.
box	1:	 south	Africa	legislates	universal	Access	to	Water	as	a	right
a  The term “basic water supply” is defined in the National Water Services Act as “the prescribed minimum supply of water supply 
services necessary for the reliable supply of a sufficient quantity and quality of water to households, including informal households, 
to support life and personal hygiene” (sec. 1[iii]).
b  “The minimum standard for basic water supply services is (a) the provision of appropriate education in respect of efficient water 
use; and (b) a minimum quantity of potable water of 25 litres per person per day or 6 kiloliters per household per month—(i) at a 
minimum flow rate of not less than 10 litres per minute; (ii) within 200 metres of a household; and (iii) with an effectiveness such 
that no consumer is without a supply for more than seven full days in any year” (Regulation Relating to Compulsory National 
Standards and Measures to Conserve Water, 2001, sec. 3).
c  The basic human needs element of the reserve is defined as “the quantity and quality of water required to satisfy (a) basic human 
needs by securing a basic water supply…for people who are now or will, in the reasonably near future, be (i) relying upon; (ii) taking 
water from; or (iii) being supplied from, the relevant water resource” (South Africa, National Water Act, 1998, sec. 1[1][xviii]).
















































Table 1: Examples of Water-Use Priorities Defined in National Legislation
Country Priorities Conferred Explicitly in Legislation
Cambodia Drinking, washing, bathing, and other domestic purposes; watering of domestic animals 
and buffaloes; fishing and irrigation of gardens and orchards in an amount not exceeding 
that necessary to satisfy individual and family needs of the user (Law on Water Resources 
Management 2007, art. 12).
People’s Republic of 
China
The development and utilization of water resources shall first satisfy the domestic need of urban 
and rural inhabitants and give overall consideration to the agricultural, industrial, and ecological 
environment need for water as well as to the need of navigation (2002 National Water Law, art. 21).
Indonesia The state guarantees the right of every person in obtaining water for minimum rudimentary daily 
use to fulfill a healthy, clean and productive life (Water Resources Law, Law No. 7/2004, art. 5). 
South Africa The first priority in South Africa’s National Water Act is the reserve, defined as the quantity and 
quality of water required: 
(i)  to satisfy basic human needs by securing a basic water supply, as prescribed in the 1997 
Water Services Act, for people who are now or who will in the reasonably near future be 
relying upon, taking water from, or being supplied from the relevant water source; and 
(ii)  to protect aquatic ecosystems in order to secure ecologically sustainable development and 
the use of the relevant water resource (National Water Act, art. 1 [1][xviii]). 


















In an implicit allocation system, users have 
only limited security in the form of rights 
and do not have opportunities for redress 
when water is reallocated for another use. An 
explicit allocation system provides time-bound 
licenses or permits to specific users, whose 
supply is then secured for a defined quantity of 










Sri Lanka developed a comprehensive system for sea-
sonal allocation of bulk water flows from the Mahaweli 
river system.a With progressive development of dams, 
river diversions, and canal systems since the 1970s, the 
Mahaweli system covers 2.6 million hectares, equivalent 
to approximately 39% of the country’s land area. Each 
season, water demands from agriculture, hydropower, 
and urban centers are received from sector agencies. The 
environmental need is considered to be part of these 
allocations. When calculating the water demands from 
each sector from the system’s bottom to the top, a certain 
percentage is added based on stream/river parameters to 
cover transmission losses and environmental needs.  
A range of options is prepared based on rainfall projec-
tions, and they are discussed at the preseason kanna 
(water management) meetings, with representatives of 
local and central government agencies, hydropower and 
water supply utilities, and farmer representatives. 
There is generally enough water for full irrigation 
during the wet, or maha, season, but only partially for 
part of the land during the dry, or yala, season. Once 
an agreement is reached on allocations at the main or 
“block” levels, similar discussions take place to determine 
distribution patterns within irrigation systems, including
some traditional approaches, for sharing the scarce 
resource and the associated risks among irrigators. Once 
ratified by the minister, the allocation plan takes on a 
formal commitment. Variations might be needed during 
the season to reflect climatic fluctuations, and weekly 
meetings are held to review allocation targets based on 
rainfall and reservoir levels. Adjustments or rationing are 
made where necessary. 
The system is based extensively on past experience, 
which provides a degree of confidence among water 
users even though they have no long-term right to 
a nominal fixed amount of water. It also provides a 
formalized system for dealing with seasonal fluctuations, 
although there can be no guarantee that allocations 
will not need to be cut during the season in response to 
drought conditions. 
This approach can be classified as an implicit 
allocation system that has some formal sanctions and in 
which the priorities to be applied in drought conditions 
are well known. No expansion of supply to urban or 
industrial sectors is sanctioned if it affects existing users. 
Improving water management is one option, but if the 
required need is still not met, relevant agencies will 
promote new water sources, including groundwater.
Box 2: Sri Lanka—an Implicit Approach
a See www.mahaweli.gov.lk/



















Water rights institutions play an increasing 
role in controlling surface water, but so far 
have had less impact on aquifer management 
(Bruns 2005, p. 290).
The Philippines established an explicit licensing system in 
the 1970s under the Philippine Water Code (Presidential 
Decree No. 1067, 1976). The country’s apex body for 
the water sector, the National Water Resources Board 
(NWRB),a is responsible for implementing the licensing 
system. Due to a number of challenges in implementing 
the system, however, only 35% of users who should 
have water permits actually have them. NWRB has been 
working to improve the system’s implementation and 
expand the low coverage rate.
Appropriation of water for a defined purpose is 
allowed only after a user has secured a water permit  
(art. 13). Such a water-use right is described as a 
“privilege.”  Water permits are not time-limited, but 
a provision exists to revoke the permit in the case of 
noncompliance with conditions—including if the water 
is not used for the approved use. Modifications are also 
possible when a more beneficial use for the water is 
identified, in which case the permit holder may claim 
compensation for any loss.b Exemptions are granted 
to landowners for domestic use of water, although 
in some cases this may need to be registered (art. 6). 
Another progressive aspect of the Water Code is bringing 
responsibility for allocation of both surface water and 
groundwater under a single agency, NWRB. 
Despite the Water Code being well-designed, its 
implementation still faces major challenges, as reflected 
in the low level of permit coverage after 30 years of the
law. Reasons include lack of awareness, illegal water 
use, resource limitations within NWRB, poor interagency 
coordination, the relatively short period of 2 years 
for registering existing use, and lengthy application 
procedures for permits.
To combat a lack of regional representation 
and limited human resources, NWRB has started to 
institutionalize a countrywide information, education, 
and communications campaign on water rights and 
permits. The campaign has involved posting information 
on NWRB’s website (www.nwrb.gov.ph); conducting 
countrywide consultations; and distributing materials 
on water permit application processes through primers, 
brochures, and CDs in various local dialects. To further 
improve the system, NWRB is currently proposing some 
amendments to pertinent provisions of the Water Code 
to address conflicts with other laws and to strengthen 
coordination and streamline functions of various 
government agencies involved. NWRB has also started to 
implement the regulations strictly by (i) issuing cease-
and-desist orders against violators, (ii) strengthening 
NWRB deputized agents, (iii) imposing penalties 
(including cancellation of permits), and  
(iv) granting compensation schemes. With assistance 
from local government units and other government 
agencies, NWRB has improved the coverage of water 
permit issuance considerably.
Box 3: Philippines—an Explicit Approach
a See www.nwrb.gov.ph/
b  A permit issued under the Water Code may be suspended on the grounds of noncompliance with approved plans and specifications 
or schedule of water distribution, use of water for a purpose other than for which it was granted, or nonpayment of water charges 
(art. 28). It may also be revoked after due notice and hearing on grounds of nonuse or gross violation of the conditions imposed in 
the permit (art. 29). All water permits are “subject to modification or cancellation by the board, after due notice and hearing, in favor 
of a project of greater beneficial use or for multipurpose development, and a water permittee who suffers thereby shall be duly 
compensated by the entity or person in whose favor the cancellation was made” (art. 30).
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Regardless of financial questions, there is a 
strong case for protecting small farmers’ water 
rights, particularly in areas where development 
change is expected, to ensure that their interests 






















































































































































































The lack of explicit protection for traditional 
water-use rights in water law tends to confirm 
the limited awareness of this issue and the lack 





Indonesia Reflects Communal Rights in Its Water 
Resources Law 
Traditional communal water rights are acknowledged in 
the Water Resources Law and can be continued, provided 
that they do not conflict with other provisions of the 
law (art. 6[2]). Traditional uses need to comply with local 
regional regulations and the principles that comprise 
traditional community law. The licensing guidelines also 
cover existing traditional communal rights.
Philippine Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 
Protects Traditional Water-Use Practices
The Water Code does not expressly protect customary 
rights to water; it requires that any existing use be 
registered within 2 years of the code’s enactment. Very 
few, if any, customary rights of indigenous peoples were 
registered during that period. Passage of the Indigenous 
Peoples Rights Act of 1997 provided greater protection
for traditional water-use practices of indigenous 
communities by requiring their free and prior informed 
consent for any development proposal affecting them. 
Hydropower Development in Quebec is Based on a 
Partnership Approach
Hydropower, forestry, and mining development have 
long been controversial issues for the Cree Nation in 
Quebec. As part of a benefit-sharing arrangement with 
the Government of Quebec (La Paix des Braves), the Cree 
Nation agreed to certain project developments in these 
sectors. The agreement moved away from an approach 
based on compensation, damages, and exchange 
or surrender of rights toward one based on a clear 
recognition of the Cree Nation’s right to resources. The 
agreement includes their involvement in decisions over 
hydropower development that could otherwise adversely 
affect their use of water resources. 
Box 4: Protecting Customary Rights in Modern Water Law
Source: United Nations Environment Programme Dams and Development Project.
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The term “right to water” does not only refer to 
the rights of people but also to the needs of the 
environment with regard to river basins, lakes, 
aquifers, oceans, and ecosystems surrounding 
water courses (IUCN	2004,	p.	27).
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south Africa: the ecological Reserve
South Africa’s National Water Act called for a “reserve”—
an amount of water supply that must be reserved from 
water resources to meet two important needs:  
(i) people’s basic domestic needs, and (ii) “to protect 
aquatic ecosystems in order to secure ecologically 
sustainable development and use of the relevant water 
resource” (sec.1[1][b]). Following this law, each river 
system must be classified, and the amount for ecological 
reserve must be determined before any other water 
abstraction can be authorized. Although complex to 
implement because of capacity constraints and conflicts 
between users, the concept of the ecological reserve has 
focused considerable attention on the environment as a 
water user and the links between quality of the aquatic 
environment and the services it provides to communities. 
A number of environmental flows have been set and are 
being implemented and monitored. One approach being 
used to implement the law is the downstream response 
to imposed flow transformation methodology in the 
Palmiet and Breede rivers.a 
Viet nam national Water Resources strategy Recognizes 
environmental use
The concept of ecological flows was incorporated into 
the objectives of the National Water Resources Strategy 
promulgated through a prime minister’s decision.b The 
objective of an ecological flow is 
[e]nsuring the provision of ecological flows for 
maintaining aquatic eco-system consistence with 
the plans approved by authorities, while focusing 
on the rivers with significant reservoirs and dams 
(sec.2.2[a][2]).
Ensuring minimum ecological flows in rivers 
was further emphasized in the section dealing with 
implementation measures.c Current planning procedures, 
however, have not yet adapted to the new strategy, 
so hydropower projects continue to alter river flows 
dramatically in terms of water quantity, quality, and 
timing. In cases where a power station is located many
kilometers from the dam, or if the project involves 
diversion of water to another river basin, long stretches 
of the parent river can become dry, apart from any 
contribution of minor tributary streams. Introducing new 
procedures to reflect the strategy has now become a 
priority topic of discussion in Viet Nam.
yellow River Law: safeguarding the second Largest 
River in the People’s Republic of China 
The Yellow River is characterized by a mix of problems: 
floods, poor water quality, acute water scarcity, 
high sediment load, and severe erosion. River basin 
management has faced many challenges because of gaps 
in legal, policy, and institutional frameworks.
The Yellow River Law, designed primarily to address 
the unique problems of the Yellow River, is envisioned to 
be the overarching law that would save the Yellow River 
from pollution and excessive water use. The law provides 
a legal framework to coordinate the provisions of four 
existing but sometimes conflicting laws: the National 
Water Law, the Water Pollution Prevention and Control 
Law, the Flood Control Law, and the Water and Soil 
Conservation Law. 
The Yellow River Law is expected to (i) complement 
and coordinate current laws and provide implementation 
instructions where these are lacking; (ii) create modern 
river basin legislative procedures; (iii) establish a 
modern institutional framework that clarifies current 
administrative and institutional relationships;  
(iv) identify and clarify links between the different areas 
of administration and law relevant to the basin;  
(v) establish standards where they do not exist and 
monitor procedures to ensure implementation;  
(vi) provide for dispute settlement and for orderly, 
efficient, and equitable sharing of water; (vii) provide for 
stakeholder participation, transparency of administrative 
actions, and accountability of public officials to the public 
and higher levels of government; and (viii) apply the 
principles of sustainability, environmental protection, 
minimization of environmental harm, and protection of 
ecological integrity for land and water. 
Box 5: Safeguarding Environmental Uses of Water
a  Downstream response to imposed flow transformation methodology. See IUCN (2003) at www.iucn.org/themes/wani/flow/ 
p25.html
b  Prime Minister’s Decision 81/2006/QĐ-TTg on 14 April 2006. National Water Resource Strategy, part 2, sec. 2.2(a)(2).


















InCORPORAtIng BAsIC PRInCIPLes: 
BenefICIAL use, equItABLe DIstRIButIOn, 






Beneficial use of water has to be consistent with 
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for surface water 
and groundwater 
Japan
The River Law 





river water use 
is required and 





Water and Water Resources 
Law (No.126/PDR)
1996 √ √ √
Permission for 
water use is 
required, but no 
licensing system. 
Philippines
Philippine Water Code 
(Presidential Decree No. 1067) 
1976 √ √ √
Licensing for 
surface water and 
groundwater; for 
wastewater, the 
law refers to other 
regulatory systems. 
Sri Lanka
(No dedicated water law, but 
range of related laws; Water 
Act drafted, but consideration 
by legislature delayed because 
of political circumstances)
No specific water resources law 
Thailand
(No dedicated water law, 
but range of related laws; 
draft Water Resources Act 




No specific water resources law
Viet Nam
Law on Water Resources  
(No. 08/1998/QH10)
1998 √ √ √
Licensing for 
surface water and 
groundwater; 
for wastewater, 
the law refers to 
implementation by 
other state agencies 
enabled through 
other legislation.




























































































Water rights shall be exercised in such a 
manner that rights of third persons or of other 
appropriators are not prejudiced thereby.
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The Komadugu–Yobe is a network of rivers and wetlands 
in northern Nigeria on the border with Chad. The 
inhabitants of this arid zone make their living in recession 
agriculture, pastoralism, forest use, fishing, and tourism. 
The fast-growing population and its economic activities, 
however, demand a large share of water resources—
estimated to be more than twice the available water. 
Upstream irrigation and urban water supply are the 
major users. The Komadugu tributary no longer reaches 
the Yobe River; it is blocked by silt and weeds. Water 
resources management in the basin is fragmented, with 
ill-defined and often conflicting responsibilities between 
government agencies and stakeholders. 
In 1999, the six constituent states in the basin agreed 
on a charter and memorandum of understanding that 
embodies the principles of integrated water resource 
management. A catchment management plan appended 
to the memorandum of understanding, signed by the six 
governors and the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and 
Water Resources, recognized the needs of downstream 
users as well as upstream users, and acted as the 
main vehicle to redress past inequities and to reduce 
the downstream impacts of overabstraction. The first 
initiative of this type in Nigeria, the memorandum 
of understanding and charter are now influencing 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Throughout Asia, water allocation for specific development projects is common—the determination of an irrigation 
duty for an irrigation project, the allocation of bulk water supply from a reservoir or river for urban use, or the diversion 
of water for hydropower generation through a concession agreement. How these water allocations are granted—
through a top-down, implicit approach or a more structured and enforceable explicit system—may determine just 
how secure or guaranteed the allocations are and whether they will withstand times of water stress.
Box 7: Implicit and Explicit Approaches to Water Licensing
Implicit Allocation: A Planning System
In an implicit approach to allocating water, the actual 
allocation is often determined during a  
top-down planning process.
The formality and transparency of such allocations 
vary considerably. In some cases, allocation may be 
granted in a statement in a master plan or feasibility 
study, with no subsequent regulatory agreement to 
uphold its implementation. In other cases, the precise 
details and conditions of the water abstraction or 
allocation may be set out in a concession agreement.
A main issue with the implicit approach is the security 
of the allocation. When competition for water intensifies, 
including when the environment naturally demands 
more water to offset threats to the ecosystem, are those 
allocations secure? They may be officially stated in project 
documents and agreements, but are they further secured 
through regulatory agreements? Lack of protection to 
water allocation may inhibit investment.
Explicit Allocation: A Licensing System
More explicit systems are introduced to address 
competition for water.
The explicit approach uses a licensing system—a 
significant shift from the top-down implicit approach to a 
more responsive approach. 
In an explicit system, applications from potential water 
users are considered within a framework of priorities set 
by the government, preferably established through a 
consultative process. These priorities and the procedures 
to implement them are set out in primary and subsidiary 
legislation and may be further articulated in basin 
strategies formulated to reflect the local context. 
Not all water uses require a license. Primary legislation 
may identify permissible uses for which no license is 
necessary (e.g., household use or subsistence agriculture) 
and also make provision for temporary or permanent 
exclusions or “general authorizations” for specific categories 
of uses or areas (see part 3 on transition arrangements).
Transparency, consultation, and accountability are key 
elements. Flexibility is also needed to enable water use to 


































































After World War II, water demand in Japan increased 
significantly because of rapid industrialization, 
urbanization, and population increase, thus putting 
pressure on the existing system of water allocation. River 
systems had multiple permitters who authorized the use 
of river water independently and without integration, 
often leading to water shortages downstream. 
Before 1964, the applicable law stipulated that each 
prefecture governor had the authority to issue permission 
for river water use, thus leading to the possibility of 
inconsistent water rights administration. 
A central reform of the 1964 River Law was the “one 
basin, one permitter” principle for water allocation. 
Permissions for river water use in a river basin are granted 
by one permitter or river administrator. Class A river 
systems often cover more than one prefecture and, 
under the River Law, are now managed by the national 
government through the Minister of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport. Class B river systems generally lay within a 
single prefecture and are managed by that prefecture in 
consultation with its municipalities.
The “one basin, one permitter” approach has been 
successful, leading to
broader-based consideration of river water 
utilization;
water-use rights within a basin established across 
administrative boundaries (downstream–upstream 
links); and
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Table 4: Basic Attributes of a Water-Use Right
Attribute Description
Quantity The amount of water (volume) that the holder of the right may abstract or the amount 
of waste (volume/concentration or load) that the holder of the right may discharge.
Quality The quality of the water to be abstracted or disposed.
Source The specific resource and location from which the right is awarded.
Timing Restrictions on the time that the right applies, i.e., times that the volume may be 
abstracted or time that the waste may be discharged.
Conditionality The conditions of use, particularly in terms of quantity and quality. Some rights are 
absolute—guarantee of a certain quantity and quality, while other rights have variable 
assurance of supply and quality depending on the available resource. Other conditions 
can include any “hands-off” flow requirements to protect minimum environmental 
flows.
Use The specific use for which the water is abstracted (e.g., irrigation, mining, etc.) or the 
specific origin of the waste (e.g., canning factory, mine process).
Duration and Ownership The duration for which the holder is entitled to the rights conferred. Some rights are 
permanent while others expire after a period of time. 
Transfer Whether the right may be sold, transferred to another person or location, or inherited.
Security and Enforcement Details of the administrative body with the legal mandate to award the right, including 
the extent of that mandate. Crucial aspects are whether the rights are guaranteed, what 
measures are taken if the rights cannot be fulfilled, and the compensation received if 
the rights cannot be fulfilled or if right is removed.
Source:  World Wide Fund for Nature 2007.
Developing a comprehensive drought strategy 
that is consistent with the water rights system 

























































Table 5: Priorities during Water Shortage
Country Priorities in Times of Shortage Notes
Indonesia • Domestic use
• Agriculture in existing small-scale irrigation systems 
• Priorities for other uses are decided by 
the authorized level of government. 
Japan • Rights established first in time • Subject to constraints based on 
outcome of dialogue through drought 
conciliation councils and ultimate 





• Drinking and domestic uses
• Hydropower
• Agriculture
• Not considered a major issue because 
the levels of water stress are not 
generally significant.
Philippines • In emergency situations—domestic and municipal 
purposes; otherwise, rights established first in time 
• Water crisis monitoring committee is 
established.
Sri Lanka • No predetermined priorities; in the Mahaweli system,  
a panel of water users is established and, in other areas, 
a district government agent sets up consultations
• May invoke the Disaster Management 
Act, 2005
Thailand • Water supply in cities and communities, including 
domestic and industry
• Agriculture using limited water
• Salinity control
• Second rice crop
• Water transport and sailing boats
• Based on draft Water Resources Act
Viet Nam • Water for daily life
• Water for cattle and poultry rearing and aquatic and 
marine product culture
• Important industrial establishments and research 
institutions
• Food security and crops of high economic value 
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The People’s Republic of China: Water Contract 
“Transfers” from Dongyang City to Yiwu City 
In the absence of a legal framework for water transfers, 
a system using water contracts has been agreed upon 
between Dongyang City and water-scarce Yiwu City, both 
in Zhejiang Province. While economic development saw 
Yiwu City grow from a population of 30,000 in the early 
1980s to 500,000 today, Dongyang City has managed its 
water storage and even achieved water savings through 
efficient irrigation. 
Rather than develop further storage within their 
own areas, both cities considered it more cost effective 
to agree on a water transfer arrangement that involved 
building a transfer canal. Dongyang City now provides 
50 million cubic meters per year for urban water supply 
to Yiwu City, which pays $24 million for the transported 
water supply. Almost 60% of this water is derived from 
savings because of irrigation efficiencies in Dongyang 
City. The arrangement has elements of both social and 
economic efficiency and effectively constitutes a transfer 
of water rights.
Source: Liu 2005.
Japan’s Drought Conciliation Councils: A Case of 
Stakeholder Participation
Japan’s drought conciliation councils serve as forums for 
mutual consultations among river water users in times 
of drought. They consider the various measures that a 
drought may require, including restrictions on water 
intake. The councils are generally composed of the river 
administrator, water users, local government, and the 
administrative agencies concerned. As of the end of June 
1996, a total of 86 councils were established for class A 
river areas. By law, voluntary approaches are required 
as a first step with water users seeking conciliation in 
the “spirit of fair give-and-take.” River administrators 
provide necessary information for the voluntary drought 
conciliation (art. 53, sec. 1) and can intervene if voluntary 
conciliation fails (art. 53, sec. 3). Regional characteristics 
are present in the style of drought conciliation because 
of the different historical backgrounds and traditions of 
each river.
The Tone River Basin includes Metro Tokyo, where 
unmitigated drought conditions would have catastrophic 
social and economic consequences. The Drought 
Countermeasure Coordination Council for Tone River 
System was established in 1974 after two severe droughts 
in 1972 and 1973. Twenty years later, in 1994, Japan 
faced unusually widespread drought conditions with 58 
class A river systems, out of a total of 109, under drought 
conciliation negotiations. Conciliation negotiations 
started when the total water volume stored in all eight 
reservoirs in the upper reaches of the Tone River had 
fallen to 54% of normal. The Tone Council discussed and 
proposed the water saving activities, including water 
intake restrictions, and water users cooperated and 
voluntarily followed the council’s proposals.
Source: The Infrastructure Development Institute, Japan (1997), 
Drought Conciliation and Water Rights—Japanese Experience.
California’s Water Banking—Can It Be Applied 
Elsewhere?
California established a drought water bank to mitigate 
the effects of the 1987–1992 drought and to encourage 
water transfers from agriculture in the north to higher-
value urban, municipal, and agricultural users in the 
south. Differential sale and purchase prices were set 
to cover transaction costs and encourage a surplus of 
sellers over buyers so that the balance could be used for 
allocation to the environment and groundwater recharge 
(prices were set at $125 for a user to sell an acre-foot of 
water compared to $175 to purchase the same amount). 
In 1991, more than 300 transactions were recorded, 
representing the sale by users of 1,000 million cubic 
meters and the purchase of 480 million cubic meters.
Many emerging economies may not permit such trading 
nor have the necessary administrative and technical systems 
in place. There is, however, potential for the principles of 
cross-subsidization to be incorporated into context-specific 
agreements among water users if there is a mechanism for 
















Source: World Wide Fund for Nature 2007.





































The Water Code of the Philippines recognizes 
the need for adaptability: “[p]reference in the 
use and development of waters shall consider 
current usages and be responsive to the 
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Indonesia: How will the new Water Resources Law 
Influence Water Allocation?
Once implementing regulations for water licensing have 
been approved, allocation of surface water in Indonesia 
will gradually shift away from the current implicit system, 
which is based on a combination of master planning and 
periodic negotiations. 
Rapid industrialization and urbanization require 
a flexible system that can adjust to increasing water 
demands. With limited opportunity and increasing 
costs of new source development, other options (such 
as efficiency improvements and transfer from existing 
irrigation users) need to be examined. One such case, the 
Citarum Basin, supplies the capital, Jakarta, with most 
of its bulk water. In the absence of any formal water-
use right, existing irrigators do not receive any benefit 
if water is reallocated to other users such as industry. 
Similarly, there is no incentive for them to save water 
in order to transfer it to other users as part of a benefit-
sharing arrangement. 
How the licensing regulations will deal with these 
issues will demonstrate in practice how the basic 
principle of equitable distribution is interpreted and how 
smoothly reallocation can be implemented.
south Africa: Long License Periods with Built-In Review 
Periods
Water licenses in South Africa run for a maximum of 
40 years and may be renewed on a rolling basis every 
5 years. This is a relatively long period compared with 
those in Asia and was introduced in negotiations on the
draft water bill in order to provide security of tenure and 
confidence for investment in large agricultural estates. 
Periodic review of the license, however, provides the 
opportunity for the licensing authority to amend certain 
conditions, including the quantity of water, but not the 
license period. Such a review may take place to prevent 
deterioration of water quality of the resource, in cases 
where there is insufficient water or if required by changes 
in socioeconomic conditions (National Water Act, sec. 
49[2]). Any amendment to the license conditions can 
take place only if other licenses on the same resource 
are amended in an equitable manner. If the change 
compromises the economic viability of the undertaking, 
compensation payments may be due. 
the People’s Republic of China: Incentives to save Water 
New regulations on water licensing issued by the 
country’s state council in February 2006 provide an 
incentive for existing users to save water. In general, 
water trading is not allowed under the law, and an 
approval for a water license requires that the water be 
used for that stated purpose. Licenses are normally 
issued for a relatively short duration of 5–10 years, which 
makes it easier for the government to alter allocations if 
priorities change but provides little security to the user. 
A recent innovation of the regulations, however, allows 
a license holder to trade any water that has been saved 
through an “application of efficient practices” to a third 
party, thereby encouraging a win–win approach to water 
reallocation.a 
box	10:	 licensing	systems	in	a	changing	World
a  Article 26, Order of the State Council No. 460 of 21 February 2006, Carrying Regulations on Water Abstraction Licensing and on 
Levying Water Resources Charges.
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Part 3:  Building Effective Institutions— 
A Long-Term CommitmentTable 6: Wide Range of License Periods
Country Licensing Periods
Japan Generally 10 yearsa
Hydropower: 30 years
Philippines No time limit; provisions 
for modification (see Box 3: 
Philippines—an Explicit 
Approach)
South Africa Maximum of 40 years, with 
5-year rolling extension and 
periodic review
United Kingdom Normally 12 yearsb
Viet Nam Surface water: 20 years
Groundwater: 15 years
a  There is a general understanding that license periods would be 
renewed unless special circumstances required a review of the 
terms.
b  See www.environment-agency.gov.uk/commondata/acrobat/ 
guide_abstr_final_1142993.pdf. Licenses are not required for the 
following abstractions: (i) those for any purpose of fewer than 
20 cubic meters per day; (ii) some land drainage operations;  
(iii) the filling of vessels (ships or boats), e.g., with drinking or 
ballast water; (iv) with consent exceeding 20 cubic meters per 
day to test for the presence, quantity, or quality of water in 
underground strata; (v) water used for fire fighting; (vi) certain 
emergency abstractions; and (vii) those abstractions operating 























































Transparent procedures and criteria on 
individual license applications and trade-offs 
between competing uses may take a long time 
to fully implement. There are approaches to 
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Under the National Water Act, the responsible 
licensing authority may designate certain uses as 
exempt from license requirements for a specific 
period and within a particular geographic area 
(sec. 39). The use of water under a general 
authorization does not require a license until the 
authorization is revoked or expires. In this way, the 
licensing process can be targeted first toward the 
priority cases that have more of an impact on overall 




In Uganda, because of the limited availability 
of administrative staff, implementation of the 
permitting system focused on users who have 
a significant impact on the water resource. Two 
hundred water abstractors and 200 polluters were 
identified, primarily supplying 60–70 major towns. 
Gradually, the permitting system will be extended 
into a comprehensive water rights administration 
system envisaged under the National Water Action 
Plan. 






















































































Figure 2: Capacity-Building Areas for Water Licensing
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Table 7: Questions to Help Define a Capacity-Building Program
Policy/Legislation • Are rights of access to water for basic human needs recognized?
• Are customary rights protected, and how is this done?
• Are priorities clearly articulated for normal and drought conditions?
• How are environmental needs protected?
• How are rights allocated to new users—is there flexibility to adapt?
• How are collective water rights managed where there are a large number of small water 
users?
• To what extent is the licensing system flexible to accommodate adaptive management?
• What preconditions are necessary before some form of tradable water rights can be 
considered?  
• Are pollution control measures linked to the protection of water-use rights?
• What methods are used to resolve conflicts between users?
strategies/Plans/tools • Is there adequate technical understanding of existing water use and the basin water 
balance?
• Is there a link among spatial planning, basin planning, and water allocation?
• How are affected stakeholders involved in setting priorities for water allocation?
• How are land, water, and environment strategies linked? 
• Does a drought strategy exist? Does a groundwater management strategy exist? Are 
they well-publicized?
• Does water conservation or other demand-side measures feature in strategy 
development? 
• How are rights allocated to new users?
• To what extent are the consequences of private sector concessions (e.g., hydropower) 
factored into the basin strategies and allocation plans? 
• What mechanisms are in place to encourage multiple purpose benefits from 
hydropower projects?
Institutional Capacity • To what extent are interagency coordination arrangements effective for setting 
priorities among uses? For resolving conflicts?
• Are the hydrological network and modeling tools sufficient to guide priority setting? 
• Does the technical understanding of basin water balance exist for determining 
consequences of alternative allocation scenarios and determining license applications?
• What measures can be taken during the transition period to build the necessary 
capacity for water licensing, and does the legal framework allow such a phased 
approach?
• Is technical capability in place to monitor and evaluate on an operational time frame?
• What is the extent of the capacity to implement and enforce a water allocation system, 
and how can it be strengthened? 
• How are groundwater abstraction limits and zoning plans implemented? 
• How are illegal abstractions dealt with?
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Although consultations on public policy, 
strategy formulation, and specific project 
proposals are becoming more widespread, there 
are concerns that such processes do not protect 


































Lao People’s Democratic Republic: The Challenge of 
Planning Ahead of Contracts 
Hydropower development will provide the Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic with its major source of foreign 
exchange earnings and has been gaining momentum 
over the past few years. At least 20 hydropower 
concessions are at various stages of planning and 
implementation. 
However, there is an absence of integrated river basin 
plans, and development has proceeded on a sector-by-
sector basis. Hydropower projects can lead to major changes 
in the hydrological regime, particularly for peak load plants 
that respond to rapid changes in electricity demand and in 
cases where rivers are diverted to another basin. 
A key issue in achieving a more integrated approach 
is the timing of the planning process. Concession and 
power purchase agreements for hydropower may be 
negotiated well before a basin plan is produced, which 
constrains water releases through prior commitments on 
power generation. By the time river basin management 
plans are established, there may be little flexibility to 
change such contractual agreements. 
A current challenge for the country is to advance its 
basin planning processes so that conditions on water 
resource availability can more effectively influence the 
operation of hydropower projects.
Indonesia: Coordinating Groundwater and Surface 
Water Licensing 
Groundwater depletion in some Indonesian cities has 
reached a critical situation. In Bandung, a moratorium 
on new abstractions has been introduced in some 
areas of the city. One new hotel development is now 
trucking water from another less-affected area at 
significant cost. 
Licensing for groundwater is the responsibility of 
city authorities, while licensing for surface water from 
interprovincial rivers, such as the Citarum River, comes 
under the central ministry. Developing links between 
the planning of surface water and groundwater will 
be important under the new institutional setup, not 
only because of the physical interaction between 
the two resources but also to develop consistent and 
complementary principles to govern their allocation. The 
new river basin councils and a river basin organization, 
Balai Besar, have an opportunity to play important roles 
in facilitating such cooperation.     
box	13:	 challenges	Facing	integration	in	surface	Water	and	Groundwater	Management
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The Bang Pakong River Basin suffers from (i) deteriorating 
water ecosystems that directly affect people’s livelihoods, 
(ii) a lack of water supply for domestic use, (iii) frequent 
floods, (iv) polluted waters, and (v) conflicts among water 
users. 
A commission was established in 2001 (and then 
revised in 2003) to address these issues by (i) prioritizing 
and quantifying water use in the basin, (ii) undertaking 
measures for the equitable and efficient allocation of 
the waters of the basin, and (iii) negotiating conflicts 
and solving problems related to the implementation 
of water resources management. The commission 
has succeeded in getting the government sector, civil 
society, and communities to work together on a common 
project. It has been a painstaking process involving 
difficult changes in mindsets, behaviors, and trust levels, 
and entailed trial-and-error efforts. Coordinators were 
identified within each subbasin to provide the bridge that 
allows the government and communities to design and 
implement appropriate solutions. 
A promising achievement is the commission’s 
preparations to undertake water allocation as specified 
in Thailand’s draft Water Law. In recent years, the 
commission has gained some experience in terms of 
granting water-use permits to industries. Recently, the 
Bang Pakong Dialogue Initiative promoted consultations 
on water resources issues in the river basin at the 
grassroots level and reviewed how water allocation can 
be implemented. The agreed system for water allocation 
has now been fully initiated after it was piloted under the 
initiative. 
box	14: thailand—A	new	era	of	consultative	Management	in	the	bang	Pakong	river	basin
South Africa: A Mechanism for Redress 
South Africa’s National Water Act provides extensive 
opportunities for people to express their views on 
strategy development, classification of river systems, 
determination of the ecological reserve, and individual 
applications for water licenses. However, beyond 
consultations, what mechanisms are there for redress  
if due process is not followed? 
The National Water Act has established a water 
tribunal as an independent body empowered to 
investigate a range of decisions of the responsible 
authority and interpretation of the law, including 
the outcome of license applications, the content of a 
preliminary allocation schedules, and directives made  
by the authority. By June 2003, 5 years after the act 
became law, 31 cases had been brought before the 
tribunal: 13 dealt with licenses for stream flow reduction 
because of afforestation, 12 appealed directives dealing 
with contravention of license conditions, 4 related to 
license applications, 1 related to designation of an 
existing use, and 1 covered remedial measures for the 
prevention of pollution (Bird 2004). Although a major 
step in introducing accountability, two central aspects  
for allocation decisions lay outside the tribunal’s 
jurisdiction: classification of water resources and 
determination of the reserve. 
Philippines: Lessons from the Water Supply Sector 
and Incentive Mechanisms
Under Philippine law, water districts are government-
owned and -controlled corporations duly organized 
pursuant to Presidential Decree No. 198. Water districts 
are tasked to provide water service within its area of 
franchise or jurisdiction. The Tagaytay City Water District 
is one of more than 500 water districts in the country. It 
serves the tourist spot of Tagaytay City in Cavite Province.  
As of 2003, the district’s collection efficiency was a high 
97%. Its nonrevenue water improved dramatically from 
60% in 1995 to the current 23%—better than the national 
average for water districts. This can be attributed to  
(i) clear legal mandate under Presidential Decree No. 
198; (ii) high-quality customer service (including prompt 
response to complaints); (iii) an express water connection 
scheme of “apply now, get connected tomorrow;”  
(iv) performance incentive schemes for personnel;  
(v) adequate water system facilities; and (vi) keeping 
abreast of modern technology (including the use of 
computerized billing and geographic information system).
There are direct parallels between quality of service 
and the quality of administration. Key attributes are a 
strong political commitment, a clear legal framework, 
adequate resources, good technical information, 
transparency in implementing procedures, motivated 
staff, and openness toward consultations. 
box	1: introducing	redress	Mechanisms	and	incentives
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Figure 3:  What Role Does a River Basin 
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Part 4: Taking Action
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Appendix 2: summary of Country Legal frameworks
INDoNESIA
Relevant water-related 
legislation, policy, and strategy
Water Resources Law No. 7/2004
Government Regulations on Water Resources Management and Water Use-Rights  
(in draft)
Presidential Decree on Balai Besar (river basin organization)—supersedes Ministry of 
Public Works Decree 12/PRT/M/2006 
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs
Not specifically legislated. 
State makes “efforts to guarantee” a minimum daily amount to fulfill a healthy, clean, 
and productive life. “Normal daily human needs” is the first priority, together with 
small-scale farming within existing irrigation systems (art. 8[1]). 
Customary rights Yes, provided it is “not contradictory to national interests and legislative regulations” 
(art. 6[2]). Balai Besar will register the holder of customary rights under the draft 
Ministry Regulation on Use of Water Resources permit. 
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-use 
rights
Administrative system based on master plans and annual water allocation plans. 
The 2004 Water Law differentiates between noncommercial water-use right and 
commercial water-use right.
Priority for allocation Normal daily human needs and small-scale irrigation for rice and palawija (crops 
grown in rotation with rice) only in the existing irrigation systems do not require 
permits (art. 8).
Status of licensing systems (if 
applicable)
Groundwater licensing is operated by districts. Surface water permit system operated 
by some provinces under previous law and provincial regulation—not uniform. 
Regulation for water resources management under the Water Law is in preparation. 
Environmental provision Not explicit in the Water Resources Law, but stated to be included in forthcoming 
regulations. The law has a general provision that the function of water resources 
management covers environmental aspects, among others (chapter III, Conservation 
of Water Resources, and other references). 
Water trading Not permitted.
Drought provisions • Priority under Water Resources Law accorded to normal daily human needs, 
together with the small-scale farming in existing irrigation systems. Priorities for 
other users are decided by the authorized level of government.
• Meeting of provincial water resources committee that discusses drought plans—
to be replaced with basin water resources committee in cross-provincial basins 
and nationally strategic basins.
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
National Water Resources 




Directorate General of 
Water Resources (under 
Ministry of Public Works)
Policy and strategy development. Oversight of river basin 
organizations for strategic and cross-provincial basins. 
Licensing of water rights in river basins that come under 
the responsibility of central government.
continued on next page
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Balai or Balai Besars “In-stream” water management and technical 
recommendations for issuing license for river basins 
under central government responsibility; development 
of strategic basin plan for long, medium, and short term.
Public corporations 
(Perum Jasa Tirta 1 and 
Perum Jasa Tirta 2)
Operators. Propose water allocation plans—situation 
may change once Balai becomes fully operational.
Ministry of Environment 
and provincial, district 
services
Environmental planning, wastewater licensing, pollution 
control, environmental assessment.
Ministry of Agriculture Agriculture and plantation land use plan and 
management.
Ministry of Forestry 
and provincial, district 
services 
Catchment planning and management of forests.
Provincial and district 
water resources services 
Management of water resources under their jurisdiction 
(single province or single district; including licensing of 
surface water).
District and city 
authorities
Licensing and supervising groundwater use.
Provincial and district 
administrations




National, basin, provincial water resources committees with balanced 
nongovernment representation. Other details to be included in new regulations 
under preparation.
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Coordination problems related to sharing roles and responsibilities at national  
and local level—holding up implementation of the Water Resources Law.
• Implementing regulations not yet complete.
• Separate organizational responsibility for surface and groundwater regulation  
and lack of coordination.
• Lack of coordination between spatial planning and water resources planning 
processes.
• Insufficient cost recovery from commercial users. Noncommercial users are 
subsidized, but budget allocations insufficient to cover cost.
• Insufficient human resources.
Context-specific issues
• Lack of adequate hydrological data and water resources industry capacity.
• Rapid urban development and industrialization in former agricultural areas— 
leads to conflict between commercial and noncommercial uses.
• Users concerned that there is no guarantee from the government on delivery of 
agreed bulk supplies or compensation for any losses incurred.
Indonesia: continued
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JAPAN
Relevant water-related 
legislation, policy, and strategy
1964 River Law (No. 167 of 1964)
1997 Amendment of River Law
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs
The River Law does not have provision on rights for basic human needs. The 
Waterworks Law stipulates that a water supply utility (usually run by local 
governments) cannot deny supplying drinking water for residents without any due 
reasons.
Customary rights Mainly relate to traditional irrigation use, which is considered as “first in right, first in 
time.”
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water use 
rights
Permit system. Traditional users have permanent right. The term of water permit is 
usually 10 years, but is 30 years in the case of hydropower water use. For class A rivers, 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport issues permits. For class B rivers, the 
concerned local governments issue permits.
Priority for allocation Prior water uses usually have priority over newer water use (“first in time, first in 
rights”). However, this priority rule is often adjusted during drought, when water 
users consult with each other to decide how to allocate water (such as water intake 
restriction).
Status of licensing systems (if 
applicable)
Introduced in 1964 under River Law. Fully functioning. 
Environmental provision • The aim of the River Law is to preserve the river environment as well as flood 
control and water utilization (art. 1).
• The amount for maintaining normal river function is decided in every river 
system, considering the needs of transport, fishery, tourism, preservation of 
cleanliness of water, prevention of salt damage, prevention of occlusion of 
estuary, protection of river administration facility, maintenance of groundwater 
level, scenery, and the situation of inhabitation/habitats of animals and plants. 
The concept of “maintaining normal river function” incorporates aspects of an 
environmental flow.
Water trading No provision.
Drought provisions The River Law has some provisions for drought conciliation (arts. 53 and 53-2). In 
the case of severe drought, water users first consult with one another voluntarily for 
drought conciliation, and the river administrator may make necessary intervention 
or arbitration if no agreement is reached in the voluntary consultation. Drought 
conciliation councils have been established in some river basins to facilitate 
consultations among users.
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
Prime Minister Before the National Sector Reform in 2001, the Prime 
Minister made the final decisions on comprehensive 
water resources development plan for seven river 
systems (Ara, Chikugo, Kiso, Tone, Toyogawa, Yodo, and 
Yoshino).
Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and 
Transport
(i) Conducting river administration for class A river 
systems, including
• issuing permission for river water use; and 
• having responsibility to design, construct, and 
manage multipurpose reservoirs. 
(ii) Since 2001, developing and approving 
comprehensive water resources development plan 
for seven river systems (Ara, Chikugo, Kiso, Tone, 
Toyogawa, Yodo, and Yoshino).
continued on next page
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Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries
(i) Conducting policy and administration of irrigation, 
including
• responsibility to design, construct, and manage 
large-scale irrigation canal systems; and 
• controlling land improvement districts.
(ii) Providing comments to the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport on water permit 
applications in class A river systems.
Ministry of Health, Labor 
and Welfare 
(i) Conducting policy and administration of drinking 
water supply (not in charge of construction and 
operation and maintenance of water supply 
facilities); and
(ii) Providing comments to the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport on water permit 
applications in class A river systems.
Ministry of Economic, 
Trade and Industry 
(i) Conducting policy and administration of industrial 
water supply and hydropower generation (not 
in charge of construction and operation and 
maintenance of industrial water supply facilities or 
hydropower generation plant); and
(ii) Providing comment to the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport on water permit 
applications in class A river systems.
Prefectures (primary local 
government)
(i) Conducting river administration for class B river 
systems, including issuing permission for river water 
use;
(ii) Supplying drinking water and industrial water as 
river water user; 
(iii) Providing comment to the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport on water permit 
applications in class A river systems; and 
(iv) Designing, constructing, and managing medium-
scale irrigation canal systems (operation and 
maintenance of the canals are often turned over to 
concerned land improvement districts).
Municipalities, towns, 
villages (secondary local 
governments)
(i) Supplying drinking water and industrial water as a 
river water user; and
(ii) Designing, constructing, and managing medium- to 
small-scale irrigation canal systems (operation and 
maintenance of the canals are often turned over to 
concerned land improvement districts).
Japan Water Agency (i) Designing, constructing, and managing 
multipurpose reservoirs in seven river systems 
(Ara, Chikugo, Kiso, Tone, Toyogawa, Yodo, and 
Yoshino) under the supervision of Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport; and
(ii) Designing, constructing, and managing canal 
systems in the same seven river systems under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport; Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries; Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare; or 
Ministry of Economic, Trade and Industry.
Japan: continued
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Land improvement 
district 
A type of water-user association composed of irrigators; 
in charge of operation and maintenance of irrigation 
canals as a river water user.
Electric power company Designing, constructing, and managing reservoirs and 




The drought conciliation councils are a typical example of a participatory process 
relating to the water rights system. They are composed of the river administrator, 
water users, local government, and administrative agencies concerned for each river 
and act as a forum for mutual consultation among the water users.
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues: not applicable
Context-specific issues: 
• There is a long-term trend of climate change in Japan, in which the annual average 
temperature has increased by approximately 1° Celsius over the last 100 years. 
Concerning precipitation, there have been numerous low rainfall years since 
1970; precipitation was below average in 1973, 1978, 1984, 1994, and 1996, when 
water shortages led to losses. A trend of fluctuation between extremely low 
rainfall and extremely high rainfall has recently been observed—the trend of little 
precipitation in low rainfall years has been especially remarkable. Because of the 
decline in rainfall in recent years, securing a stable water supply throughout the 
country has been a key focus.
Japan: continued
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LAo PEoPLE’S DEMoCRATIC REPUBLIC
Relevant water-related 
legislation, policy, and strategy
1996 Water and Water Resources Law (No. 126/PDR)
1999 Mandate of the Water Resources Coordination Committee, PM Decree No. 09/PM
2001 Decree on Implementation of the Water and Water Resources Law
2007 Establishment of the Water Resources and Environment Administration
Basic Water Rights
Legislated water rights No legislated priority.
Small-scale use (family domestic use and community requirement); cultural use 
and sport; fishing, fisheries, and other water life; soil, sand gravel, and aquatic needs 
situated in or nearby the water resource; basic agriculture, forestry, and livestock 
production needs of the family (art. 15).
Customary rights Not explicitly recognized in the Water Law. The Constitution (1991) recognizes the 
unity and equality of ethnic groups in the political process and protects their rights to 
preserve and improve their unique traditions and culture.
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-use 
rights
Administrative allocation on a project-by-project basis, e.g., hydropower concessions. 
Medium- and large-scale uses need to seek permission, (art. 18). Large-scale use 
approved by the government; medium-scale use approved by the concerned ministry 
(art. 19). 
Priority for allocation No priorities specified except for drought (see “Drought provisions”).
Use of groundwater must be reserved for drinking purposes (art. 13). 
Status of licensing systems (if 
applicable)
None
Environmental provision Preservation of the environment and scenic beauty (art. 22[ii]). Protect water 
resources from drying up (art. 29). 
Water trading No
Drought provisions Not a major issue. Priorities are 




(in relation to water rights)
Water Resources 
Coordinating Committee 





Formed in 2007, combining the Water Resources 
Coordinating Committee Secretariat, Lao National 
Mekong Committee, and Environment Agency 
responsible for national water resources management 
and cross-sector coordination. 
Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries 




Responsible for water resources related to 
communications, transport, urban water supply, and 
flood control.
Ministry of Mines and 
Energy 
Responsible for planning and implementing hydropower 
and mining operations, including negotiating concession 
agreements with private developers.
Electricité du Laos Responsible for developing and operating some 
government-owned hydropower projects.
Lao Holding State 
Enterprise 
State-owned enterprise as equity partner in private 
sector hydropower projects.
continued on next page
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Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce
Responsible for industrial development planning.
River basin committees Plans to establish river basin committees, but no legal 




Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Lack of clarity on authority for water rights allocation.
• Lack of secondary legislation.
• Fragmented management of water resources—lack of integration across sectors.
Context-specific issues
• No integrated basin planning.
• Limited coordination between private sector hydropower developers in same 





legislation, policy, and strategy
1976 Water Code (PD1067)
1991 Local Government Code RA 7160
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act RA 8371
Clean Water Act RA 9275
1983 Executive Order 927 (relating to the mandate of Laguna Lake Development 
 Authority over Laguna Lake)
Permit-implementing regulations are in para. K, sec. 4 of RA 4850
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs 
No legislated right. 
Hand-carried water, bathing, washing, and watering of animals are exempt from 
permit requirement (art. 14, Water Code).
Customary rights Not explicitly related to customary use in the Water Code, but concept of 
existing water right is included (art. 22) and protection of third persons (art. 23) is 
incorporated. Existing uses had to be registered within 2 years of the Water Code 
to ensure that such rights continue. The Indigenous Peoples Act protects access to 
natural resources (sec. 7, paras. B and F, RA 8371).
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-use 
rights
Water rights recognized, and Water Code introduced a permitting system.
Priority for allocation Prior use has priority: “priority in time” (art. 22, Water Code). Where priority of time in 
an existing use is not clear, priority is accorded to domestic and municipal, irrigation, 
power generation, fisheries, livestock, industrial use, and others. Each basin has its 
own rules for allocation during drought.
Status of licensing systems (if 
applicable)
Licensing system under the National Water Resources Board with detailed provisions 
in implementing rules. 
Estimates that only 35% of water users are subject to permit.
Environmental provision Policy requires a 10% minimum flow (Board Res. No. 01-0901, 24 September 2001). 
Water Code requires ecological concerns to be addressed (arts. 72–73). Groundwater 
and surface water to be considered to avoid adverse consequences resulting from 
allocation of a water right (art. 32).
Water trading Yes—lent or transferred with approval of Council (National Water Resources Board) 
(art. 19, Water Code).
Drought provisions • Priority is generally given according to the time that right was established—“first 
in right, first in time”. 
• In emergencies, priority for domestic and municipal uses (art. 22, Water Code).
• Water Crisis Management Committee established for monitoring.
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
National Water Resources 
Board
Coordinating body among water-related agencies 
with responsibility for water resources management, 
including licensing. 
National Economic and 
Development Authority
Coordinates development planning and policy 
formulation. 
Department of 
Environment and Natural 
Resources 
Responsible for sustainable development of natural 
resources and ecosystems. 
National Irrigation 
Administration 
Development and operation of public irrigation systems.
continued on next page
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Twelve river basin 
organizations to be 
formed under the 
National Water Resources 
Board 




Responsible for developing and promoting balanced 
growth of Laguna Lake, including issuing water rights for 




Procedures to publicize license applications and provide opportunity for objections 
(art. 16, Water Code). 
Technical working groups established for representation of stakeholders in 
multipurpose dam projects.
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Limited link between spatial planning and water resources planning.
• Limited resources in licensing body.
Context-specific issues
• Only 35% of uses are licensed. 
• Illegal abstractions.
• Competing use among irrigation, urban water, and hydropower—conflict over 






legislation, policy, and strategy
State Land Ordinance, 1947; Irrigation Ordinance, 1946 
Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka Act, No. 23, 1979
Agrarian Services Act, revised 2000
Central Environment Authority Act, No. 47, 1980
Urban Development Act, No. 70, 1979
Local Government Act, No. 38, 1978; Disaster Management Act, 2005
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs
Not explicit in water-related legislation.
Being considered in the process of developing new provisions. 
Customary rights Not in water-related legislation. Customary rights exist and are generally recognized 
in practice (e.g., water-use rights in the ancient reservoirs, or “tanks”). 
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-use 
rights
Administrative procedures involving seasonal operating plans and discussion among 
key stakeholders. Once agreement is reached, it is formalized in a seasonal pattern of 
water releases and recognized as an entitlement.
Priority for allocation None explicitly stated, but in practice water for drinking and domestic use takes 
precedence over other uses; followed by agriculture and hydropower, respectively. 
Status of licensing systems None
Environmental provision There is no provision under the Environment Act or any other act in Sri Lanka, but it 
is being considered in the process of developing new provisions. At present, average 
dry weather flow is released in streams/rivers as minimum environmental flow and 
for environmental protection. 
Water trading No
Drought provisions No preset priorities. In Mahaweli areas, a water panel of water users is established 
under the Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka. In non-Mahaweli areas, consultation for 
irrigation systems is undertaken by the district government agent with the project 
management committee and water users. Requirements of nonirrigation uses are 
also discussed and addressed in these water panel meetings and committees.
Pertinent provisions under the Disaster Management Act of 2005.
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
Mahaweli Authority of Sri 
Lanka
Responsible for all Mahaweli areas under provisions of 
the Mahaweli Authority Act, No. 23 of 1979.
Irrigation department Planning, design, and operation of irrigation systems in 
non-Mahaweli areas, including implementation of water 
restrictions during drought conditions. 
District administrator Responsible for all non-Mahaweli areas.
Provisions for Participation/
Consultation
See “Drought provisions.” The same water allocation mechanism is used to consider 
water demands for other sectors (e.g., industry and bulk urban supplies) during 
drought periods.
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Large number of water institutions with limited coordination.
• Enforcement of existing laws is a problem; need to revise and consolidate 
legislation.
• No well-defined priorities resulting to cross-sector issues.
Context-specific issues
• Water quality concerns, particularly for groundwater.
• Increasing competition for surface water from expanding urban areas.
• Overall National Water Resources Master Plan that integrates sector plans has just 
been completed.
• No incentive to save water or increase irrigation efficiency.
• Poor implementation and enforcement of existing laws.
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THAILAND
Relevant water-related 
legislation, policy, and strategy
1925, Civil and Commercial Code
1939, Private Irrigation Act
1942, Royal Irrigation Act
1977, Groundwater Act
2005, Draft Water Resources Act (prepared for consideration by Parliament)
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs
No legislated right of access. 
Draft Water Law recognizes three water classes (see following) and priorities of which 
small-scale uses do not require a license. 
Customary rights Not in water-related legislation.
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-use 
rights
Currently a mixture of common access and administrative allocation through project 
or province. Everyone has an equal right to compete for water, provided it does not 
impinge on others. Article 7 of the draft Water Law embodies the principle of “no 
harm” for sanctioned uses. Licensing system would be established under draft Water 
Resources Act. Groundwater use requires a permit.
Priority for allocation Definition of three categories implies a priority of use (art. 10, draft Water Resources 
Act): 
• living and household-related uses,
• commercial agriculture, industry, hydropower, etc., and 
• larger or interbasin use.
Status of licensing systems (if 
applicable)
None for surface water.
Groundwater use needs a permit.
Environmental provision No formal requirement. Case-by-case decisions on water releases from reservoirs. 
The minister can stop water use if it causes damage to the environment. The National 
Water Resources Committee and river basin committees can allocate water for the 
environment. 
Water trading Not for surface water. Groundwater permit is transferable.
Drought provisions In dry season only, priorities under draft Water Resources Act are
• water supply in cities and communities, including domestic consumption and 
industry,
• agriculture using limited water,
• salinity control,
• second rice crop, and
• water transport and sailing boats.
In agriculture, priorities are
• marine animals and fishponds,
• vegetable and fruit gardens,
• field crops, and
• dry season paddy rice.
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
National Water Resources 
Committee 
Responsible for coordination across water agencies.
Prime Minister’s Office 
of National Economic 
and Social Development 
Board
Responsible for including water in national development 
plans.
continued on next page
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Ministry of Natural 
Resources and 
Environment 
The Department of Water Resources monitors and 
sets policy and plans for national and river basin 
management.
The Department of Groundwater issues permits for 
groundwater use.
The Department of Pollution Control sets and monitors 
stream and effluent standards.
Marine Department of 
the Ministry of Transport
Responsible for granting permission for any construction 
that intrudes into natural waterways, either to extract 
water in the river or for other purposes.
Royal Irrigation 
Department of Ministry 
of Agriculture and 
Cooperatives 
Responsible for providing water for agriculture and 
operating reservoirs and for sanctioning water from 
irrigation projects to other users (e.g., municipal, 
industrial).
Electricity Generating 
Authority of Thailand 
Development and operation of hydropower projects. 




Basin committees established and consulted. Limited procedures for wider outreach. 
The composition of the basin committees is determined by the National Water 
Resources Committee and varies from one basin to another. Confirming the move 
toward decentralized water resources management, the draft Water Resources Act 
sets out the functions of the river basin committees, subriver basin committees, and 
water-user associations.
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Regulation of surface water is not currently undertaken by government agencies; 
conflicts are taken to court. 
• Lack of explicit policy, legal, and institutional framework in basin areas.
• Coordination of river basin committees in cases where they are subbasins of a 
larger river basin (e.g., Chao Praya).
Context-specific issues
• Increasing competition for water.
• Deteriorating water quality.
• Civil society opposition to large-scale water infrastructure. 
• Overabstraction of groundwater in Bangkok.
Thailand: continued
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VIET NAM
Relevant water-related 
legislation, policy, and strategy
1998 Law on Water Resources No. 08/1998/QH10
2003 Decree No. 86/2003/ND/CP on river basin management
2004 Decree No. 149/2004/ND-CP on licensing
2006 National Water Resources Strategy (Prime Minister’s Decision No. 81/2006/QĐ-TTg 
dated 14 April 2006)
Basic Water Rights
Legislated right to basic human 
needs
No absolute right defined for any water use. 
Customary rights Not explicitly recognized under the Law on Water Resources. 
Water-Use Rights (Allocation)
Approach to allocating water-
use rights
Mixture of explicit licensing system and administrative allocation on project basis  
(e.g., irrigation). 
Priority for allocation Ensures principle of equality, appropriateness, and prioritization order in terms of 
quantity and quality of domestic water (art. 20, Law on Water Resources). 
“Water exploitation and utilization for domestic consumption is given the first priority” 
(art. 22, Law on Water Resources). 
Status of licensing systems  
(if applicable)
Gradually being implemented. Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment is 
licensing authority at national level. Depending on the scale of the project, people’s 
committees at provincial level. River Basin Organizations play an advisory role in the 
planning process. Licenses required for major government developments and private 
sector operations, 20 years for surface water and 15 years for groundwater.
Environmental provision Not in legislation. Ensuring minimum ecological flows is a requirement of the National 
Water Resources Strategy (pt. 2 s.2.2[a][2] and pt. 3 s1.1[d]).
Water trading Not permitted under the Law on Water Resources.
Drought provisions Priority uses are stipulated in art. 20, Law on Water Resources.
Decree No. 179/1999/ND-CP gives following priority during drought: 
• daily life,
• water for cattle and poultry rearing and aquatic and marine product culture,
• important industrial establishments and scientific research institutions,
• food security and crops of high economic value, and
• other water exploitation and use purposes. 
organizational Setup
(in relation to water rights)
National Council on 
Water Resources
Responsible for policy development and interministerial 
coordination.
Ministry of Natural 
Resources and 
Environment 
Responsible for water resources management at the 
national level and licensing transferred to the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment from the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Rural Development in 2002.
Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Development 
Responsible for irrigation development and flood 
management. Also retained responsibility for river basin 
management, although this was recently transferred to 
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment under 
the prime minister’s decision.
Provincial departments 
of natural resources and 
environment 
Responsible for advising provincial people’s committees 
on water licensing. 




Responsible for water licensing.
continued on next page
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Electricity of Viet Nam, 
Ministry of Industry 
Responsible for development of hydropower projects. 
Electricity Regulatory 
Authority of Viet Nam
Established in 2005 to regulate the electricity market and 
activities, including hydropower.
Provisions for Participation 
and Consultation
Mainly through the formal political and administrative structures at provincial, district 
and commune levels. Councils have been formed for consideration of water-use 
applications. 
Issues Raised Related to Water 
Rights and Allocation
Institutional issues
• Lack of secondary legislation and technical guidance for implementing water rights 
allocation.
• Low levels of coordination among organizations. 
• Institutional uncertainty for river basin management. 
• Water law currently being updated.
Context-specific issues
• Deteriorating water quality affecting water availability. 
• Increasing competition for water because of economic growth and increase in per 
capita consumption.
• Increasing importance of cooperation on international rivers and on interprovincial 
distribution for irrigation.
• Increasing prevalence of natural disasters.
Viet Nam: continued
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Appendix 3: Participants of the network of Asian River 
Basin Organizations Workshop on Water Rights and the 
four thematic Workshops on Water Rights and Allocation









No Name Country organization Job-Title E-mail
1 Le Van Hoc Viet Nam Institute of Water Resources 
Planning - Red River Basin 
Organization
Deputy Director iwrp.hanoi@hn.vnn.vn
2 Bui Nam Sach Viet Nam Institute of Water Resources 
Planning - Red River Basin 
Organization
Deputy Head, Division for 
Water Resources Planning 
for North Region
sachbuinam@fpt.vn
3 Dang Thi Lan 
Huong
Viet Nam Ministry of Natural Resources 
and Environment





Philippines National Water Resources Board Executive Director rbalikpala@gmail.com
5 Elenito 
Bagalihog
Philippines National Water Resources Board Chief, Water Rights 
Division
elenitob@yahoo.com





7 Vicente B. 
Tuddao Jr
Philippines Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources
Director vbtuddaojr@yahoo.com



























Planning and Cooperation 
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List of Participants
No Name Country organization Job-Title E-mail
13 Ivan de Silva 
(NARBO Vice 
Chair)
Sri Lanka Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka Director General mahaweli@eureka.lk
14 Sudharma 
Elakanda




Indonesia Agency of Research & 
Development, Ministry of 
Public Works
Director General kabalitbang@pu.go.id
16 Herman Idrus Indonesia Jasa Tirta II Public Corporation Head of Research & 
Development Bureau
litbang@jasatirta2.co.id
17 Mudjiadi Indonesia Balai Besar Citarum Basin Head of Balai Besar mudjiadi@yahoo.co.id
18 Donny Azdan Indonesia BAPPENAS Director, Water Resources 
and Irrigation
dmazdan@bappenas.go.id
19 Soekotjo Tri 
Sulistyo





20 Sulad Sriharto Indonesia Ministry of Public Works Chief of Sub Directorate 
for Operation 
and Maintenance of 





Malaysia IWMI Economist a.inocencio@cgiar.org
22 Michio Ota Japan Japan Water Agency Director, International 
Affairs Division
michio_oota@water.go.jp











Japan Flood Control and Sabo 
Engineering Center, Department 
of Public Works and Highways






Philippines Asian Development Bank Lead Water Resources 
Specialist
wlincklaenarriens@adb.org
27 Chris Morris Philippines Asian Development Bank Senior Water Resources 
Engineer
cmorris@adb.org
28 Ian Makin Philippines Asian Development Bank Water Resources 
Engineer
imakin@adb.org
29 Jeremy Bird Philippines Asian Development Bank Consultant jeremy.bird@tiscali.co.uk
30 Dennis Von 
Custodio
Philippines Asian Development Bank Consultant dvcustodio@adb.org
List of Participants: continued
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fOuR nARBO tHemAtIC WORksHOPs On 
WAteR RIgHts AnD WAteR ALLOCAtIOn





















Workshop 1: Ha Noi, Viet Nam, 























List of Participants for Workshop 1
No Name Country organization Job-Title E-mail
1 Pham Hong Giang Viet Nam Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (MARD)
Vice Minister
2 To Trung Nghia Viet Nam Institute of Water Resources 
Planning
Director iwrp.hanoi@vnn.vn
3 Le van Hoc Viet Nam Institute of Water Resources 
Planning
Deputy Director iwrp.hanoi@vnn.vn
4 Su Pham Xuan Viet Nam Department of Water Resources, 
MARD
General Director, 
Head of General 




5 Thuan Le Huu Viet Nam Department of Water Resources 
Management, Ministry 
of Natural Resources and 
Environment (MONRE)
Head of Bureau nwrc@hn.vnn.vn
6 Trong Thuan Ngo Viet Nam MONRE
7 Nguyen Anh Minh Viet Nam MARD Expert
8 Nguyen T Tuyet 
Hoa
Viet Nam MARD Deputy Director
9 Pham Xuan Phuong Viet Nam Sub-Institute for Water 
Resources Planning
Cuu Long River 
Basin Office
pvqhtlnambo@hcfpt.vn
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List of Participants for Workshop 1
No Name Country organization Job-Title E-mail
10 Phong Nguyen 
Xuan
Viet Nam Dongnai River Basin 
Organization Office, Sub-
Institute for Water Resources 
Planning
Engineer of Water 
Resouces Planning
dnrbo@yahoo.com
11 Tac Nguyen Van Viet Nam Bac Giang DARD, Bac Giang 
Province
Deputy Director tacnv@yahoo.co.uk
12 Dinh Khac Tinh Viet Nam Thai Nguyen DARD Deputy Director quyensonntn@gmail.com
13 Quach Tu Hai Viet Nam Hoa Binh Water Resources Sub-
Department, Hoa Binh Province
Director
14 Tran Dung Thanh Viet Nam Department of Natural 
Resources and Environment, 
Dong Nai Province




15 Nguyen Van Sinh Viet Nam Department of Water Resources, 
MARD
rbovn.tl@mard.gov.vn
List of Participants for Workshop 2
No Name Country organization Designation
1 Evelyn V. Ayson Philippines Water Rights Division, National Water 
Resources Board
Chief
2 Eleanor Manalo Philippines Environmental Management Bureau, 





3 Emmie L. Ruales Philippines Policy and Program Division, National 
Water Resources Board
Project Development Officer III
4 Virgilio dela Cruz Philippines Agusan River Basin Project, DENR Chair, Technical Working Group
5 Eduardo L. Torres Philippines Legal Division Chief
6 Jacqueline N. Davo Philippines Lake Management Division Officer-in-Charge
7 Cesar R. Quintos Philippines Project Planning and 
Development Division
Officer-in-Charge
8 Alicia E. Bongco Philippines Integrated Water Resources 
Management Division
Chief 
List of Participants: continued
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Workshop 3: Bangkok, Thailand,  






















List of Participants for Workshop 3
No Name Country organization Designation E-mail
1 Siripong 
Hungspreug
Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Director General
2 San Kemprasit Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Chief Engineer
3 Surapol Pattanee Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Director, Bureau of Water 
Resources Policy and Planning
surapol_2001@hotmail.com
4 Worasart Apaipong Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Director, Bureau of Water 
Resources Conservation and 
Rehabilitation
apaipong_w@hotmail.com
5 Wittaya Polprapai Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Director, Promotion and 
Management in Basin Division
6 Suthep Tangsup Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Senior Engineer, Bureau of 






Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Plan and Policy Analyst, Bureau 
of Water Management
Charlemsak_t@yahoo.com
8 Supon Sodsoon Thailand Department of 
Water Resources




Thailand Department of 
Water Resources
Senior Lawyer, Legal Affairs 
Group
jit_lawyer@hotmail.com
10 Piriya Uraiwong Thailand Department of 
Water Resources




Thailand Royal Irrigation 
Department
Expert on Hydrology chanchai@mail.rid.go.th
12 Pongsak 
Arulvijitskul
Thailand Royal Irrigation 
Department
Chief of Water Management pongsak@mail.rid.go.th
13 Chaiyong 
KhongKhaudom
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List of Participants for Workshop 3
No Name Country organization Designation E-mail
15 Jaroensuk 
Worapansopak













Head, Water Resources 




List of Participants for Workshop 4
No Name Country organization Designation E-mail
1 Elenito Bagalihog Philippines National Water Resources 
Board
Chief, Water Rights 
Division
elenitob@yahoo.com





3 Sukontha Aekaraj Thailand Department of Water 
Resources, Ministry of 
Natural Resources and 
Environment








5 Herman Idrus Indonesia Jasa Tirta II Public 
Corporation











Technical Policy and 
Legislation Unit
kingkham@hotmail.com
7 Le Van Hoc Viet Nam Deputy Director, Institute 
of Water Resources 
Planning; Deputy 
Chief, Red River Basin 
Organization
Institute of Water 
Resources Planning; Red 
River Basin Organization
iwrp.hanoi@hn.vnn.vn
8 Bui Nam Sach Viet Nam Deputy Head, Division 
for Water Resources 
Planning for the Northern 
Region 





 Sri Lanka Project Director Mahaweli Authority of  
Sri Lanka
elamrrp@sltnet.lk
List of Participants: continued
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Appendix 4: Highlights of Workshop session on 
Addressing Issues and Challenges in Water Rights and 
Water Allocation, 3rd network of Asian River Basin 
Organizations general meeting, Indonesia, february 2008
WORksHOP 3: exPLORIng neW 
CHALLenges In IntegRAteD WAteR 
ResOuRCes mAnAgement
Workshop Session on Addressing Issues and 
Challenges in Water Rights and Water Allocation





































fACILItAteD DIsCussIOn WItH PAneLIsts
1.  Le tuan nguyen, ministry of natural 




































































3.  sukontha Aekaraj, ministry of natural 


































































































































7.  Rustam Abdukayumov, Asian 




































8.  sun feng, yellow River Conservancy 


































































































Water Rights and Water Allocation: Issues and Challenges for Asia 
As governments across Asia are searching for ways to increase water security for rural and 
urban water uses, the need to articulate water rights and improve water allocation practices 
is rapidly becoming a priority issue to them. The process is made more complex by rapid 
urbanization, climate change, and other drivers of change. With the support of the Network 
of Asian River Basin Organizations (NARBO), practitioners  are discovering what role they 
can play in avoiding and solving problems among stakeholders, and in building an enabling 
environment for integrated water resources management in river basins. 
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